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"Alright, let's not pursue this matter, we can just follow Chen Tianyue and have a mouthful of soup,
since the boss hasn't taken the initiative to contact us, we shouldn't continue to investigate, the
boss naturally has his reasons for doing so." Jun Wu Ren interrupted the two, although he also
wanted to know Lin Hao's recent situation, but ten years ago it was destined, they were not on the
same level.

......

Lin Hao's side is also a bit anxious, there are many things, ah, Qin Yan even took
the initiative to call to ask him when to go to class, if he continues to take time off like this, just
quit and forget it.

Lin Hao bristled, dammit, he had just been discharged from the hospital for a few

days, what an impersonal woman.

Even Lin Yan was asking him when he was going back to class, with an
ambiguous tone, if he didn't know where Lin Hao's house was then I guess the other party would
have come to his door.

It was a good thing that today was a double day off, otherwise Lin Hao would
really have to go to class. Lin Hao remembered about Ling Yun and simply took advantage of

Saturday to take Lin Ruoshi to see Ling Yun, not knowing if Lin Ruoshi could recognise Ling Yun.



Then he could find a way to get in touch with Shen Xiyan. Lin Hao also had a

headache after the last incident, but he didn't know what would happen after Lin Ruo Shi met with

Shen Xiyan.

Lin Hao didn't let Chen Hao Bei send him off, holding Lin Ruoshi's hand as he

strolled through the streets of the ancient town. He seemed to remember that the Remorseless Inn

was taken over by Yun Qingya's family, right? It was just as well to invite Ling Yun for a meal,
as a thank you for saving her life.

But unfortunately, Ling Yun seemed to be a bit busy today.

When Lin Hao and the two of them arrived at Ling Yun's photography studio, they
found that Ling Yun had been busy and took time out from her busy schedule to greet Lin Hao:
"Sorry, I'm a bit busy, you guys sit down for a while or go out for a stroll first, I'll finish up later."

"It's alright Auntie Ling Yun, you go ahead and get busy." Lin Ruoshi had been

staring at Ling Yun since she entered the door, when she saw Ling Yun walking out, Lin Ruoshi
hurriedly greeted her.

"Wow, what a pretty girl." Ling Yun just took a glance at Lin Ruoshi and thought it
was cute and pretty, and inexplicably it also felt quite familiar looking.

"Thank you, Auntie Ling Yun." Lin Ruoshi thanked in an understanding manner.



Lin Hao happened to have nothing to do, so he read a magazine with Lin Ruoshi

on the sofa next to him and waited for Ling Yun.

"Daddy." Lin Ruoshi was next to Lin Hao, hugging Lin Hao's arm and shouting in

a small voice.

Lin Hao froze for a moment, "What's wrong baby?"

"Last time at the hospital I wanted to ask, that Auntie Ling Yun I seem to know

yeah, I just can't remember clearly, she seems to be so familiar with mommy, do you want to ask
Auntie Ling Yun later if she knows where mommy is." Lin Ruoshi asked cautiously, while her
eyes were still fixed on Lin Hao, observing the change in his expression, as if she was afraid that
Lin Hao would be angry.

Lin Hao pinched Lin Ruoshi's cheeks, "I know where your mother is, no need to

ask Auntie Ling Yun, but let me ask you, Xiao Shi, do you still remember your mother's face?"

"Yes, how can I not remember, how can I be a mother's daughter if I don't even
remember my mother." Lin Ruoshi nodded her head rightfully.

"But mommy may not remember you ......" Lin Hao sighed, he had to give Lin

Ruoshi a precautionary shot first, otherwise if he went to meet Shen Xiyan without any preparation
and ended up not recognizing Lin Ruoshi, how sad the little girl would be.



"Huh? It's okay, we'll just remember mommy, we'll definitely help her
remember us, daddy when will you take me to see mommy, I miss her so much."

Lin Ruoshi's face was full of joy, finally she was going to see her mother?

I don't know how mum is doing now.

Lin Hao hesitated again and again, but still hard to postpone a few days, now with

the Tianlong Technology matter has not been resolved, the most important is that the last time
with Shen Xiyan misunderstanding has not been fixed, rashly go up to Shen Xiyan, people may be
straight? The actual fact is that you will be able to get a lot more than just a couple of days. The
actual fact is that you'll be able to get a lot more than just a few of these.
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The little girl was very unhappy and pouted her lips to express her dissatisfaction, but Lin Hao was
not ready now, and even if Lin Ruoshi was playing a small game, Lin Hao did not dare to agree
to her easily.

Now that the precautionary shots have been given, the rest will be handled slowly.

At that moment, a cold wind suddenly hit him, Lin Hao couldn't help but shiver,
damn it, how could such a cold wind hit him in the middle of the day?



Lin Hao took a look and found that there was no air conditioning on here, the
temperature here is quite low, the key outside the hot summer day, more than 30 degrees, but
here is not on the air conditioning but cool, than on the air conditioning, this is very strange.

Lin Hao asked Lin Ruoshi to wait here while he walked out. Only at this time did
Lin Hao find that this was a busy part of Jinling Ancient Town Street, but the three or four shops
in a row around the Ling Yun Photography Studio shop were not open, and all of them were posted

with the word shop transfer.

Lin Hao walked towards the side and found that the situation of these shops was
similar to that of Ling Yun's shop, just as cool, but nothing as serious.

After walking past the closed shop, it was back to the heat of the summer again,
with the heat wave pounding in the face.

Lin Hao was also very puzzled, the closing of these shops should be related to this
weird situation, but why did it seem that Ling Yun's shop was not affected?

Lin Hao took the small book out of his consciousness space, wiped it on his

temple and looked towards this shady place once again.

"Shit yeah!" Lin Hao was so frightened that he backed up, and the moment he

opened his mouth, all these green-emitting things stared straight back at Lin Hao.



"Go you!" Lin Hao hurriedly opened his little book and opened that spectral light

channel, not even talking to them.

The main thing was that it was too scary, each and every one of them was so

disgusting and horrible, Lin Hao could not even stand it a little bit, so he just sent them away.

The most dumbfounding thing is that there are at least a dozen of these things
gathered here, all straight around here, the most in Ling Yun's shop, so it's really damn cold here!

"Master, wait, I have a wish, if you help me to fulfil it, I will leave in peace,
please!" An oddly shaped guy, who refused to leave, ended up opening his mouth and splitting it

to the back of his head, scaring Lin Hao into sending him straight in with a slap.

"Even if he's ugly, he still wants to come out and scare people, carry him away,
next one!" Lin Hao didn't care so much. One by one, they were all sent away.

The temperature around them gradually warmed up a bit, but it was still a bit cool,
it seemed that the Yin Qi around them hadn't completely dissipated.

What made Lin Hao even more peculiar was that Ling Yun didn't have any
strength, yet she was glowing with a faint pink light, and the dozens of things that were glowing

green just now were obviously staring at Ling Yun, but had no intention of hurting her.

Wait!



Lin Hao finally knew why Chen Bei Xuan had sent Ling Yun and Shen Xiyan down,
grandmother, I'm afraid that the purpose of the two of them was to attract these Peope to come,
and then wait for him to collect them together.

And after collecting these dozens of Peope, Lin Hao found that a progress bar

appeared on the small black book: 0.48%.

"Holy shit, it's only 0.48 percent for over forty Peope! Chen Bei Xuan you son of
a bitch, count on you!" Lin Hao was furious enough, forty-eight Peopeozi for 0.48 percent

progress, how many did he have to send away before that was enough!

One, ten thousand? Italian service steak Italian zero ground love dye?

"Dad, Auntie Ling Yun is busy and calling you, what are you doing out there
chattering and gesturing at the air?" Lin Ruoshi poked a small head out of Ling Yun's shop and
looked at Lin Hao curiously.

"Are you done? Let's go and treat Auntie Ling Yun to a meal." Lin Hao avoided
the topic and put the blackened book away by hand. In order to confirm his suspicions, Lin Hao
planned to go to Shen Xiyan's place in the evening to poke around and see if the situation on her

side was the same.
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"Sorry for keeping you waiting." Ling Yun finally finished her work and smiled apologetically at

Lin Hao's father and daughter.

"It's alright, it's alright, it's only been a while, let's go it's just as well that my

daughter doesn't have to attend classes today, I'll treat you to dinner, after all, I saved my life last

time, I haven't thanked you properly yet." Lin Hao planned to take Ling Yun straight to the

Remorseless Inn to eat.

By the way, show your hand, the familiar environment, or the familiar taste, and
see if you can stir up Ling Yun's memories. The three of them arrived at the Remorseless Inn, and
just as they walked in, seeing the familiar decoration and layout, Ling Yun's body stiffened

slightly, but she didn't say anything and stepped in.

Lin Hao found that this Remorseless Inn still followed the original style and had
not changed, everything here was very familiar, it was obvious that the other party wanted to

borrow the fame it once had and that it had originally been laid out perfectly.

Although Ling Yun's movement was slight, it still made Lin Hao notice it, so it
did seem that the familiar surroundings had touched the scene.

The place was doing very brisk business and didn't even have a spot left without
the limited number of seats that he had run before.

"Hello two, do you have a reservation?" A beautiful figure, a woman in a long
ancient dress greeted him with a menu, only to look up and both Lin Hao and the other party froze,
"Lin, Teacher Lin, and Xiao Shi, oh my, Teacher Lin didn't think you'd really come to support the
restaurant."



The one who came over was none other than Yun Qingya, Yun Qingya did invite
Lin Hao, but Lin Hao seemed to have forgotten about it afterwards, plus the other party didn't
even go to teach the class anymore, so I didn't expect to foresee it here today.

"Business is really brisk, there's no space left." Lin Hao laughed, feeling a bit sad,
he still wanted to wake up Ling Yun's memory in his own way.

"It's alright, we've reserved an elegant room specifically for our valued guests, let
me take you up." Yun Qingya looked very happy to see Lin Ruo Shi and Lin Hao, also because she
happened to come over to help out during her double break, and it was a coincidence that she ran
into Lin Hao.

"Good, you can take them up first, I'll wait here, there's something else I need
your help with when I come to you later." Lin Hao also had to borrow their kitchen for a while.

Yun Qingya agreed and came down a short while later, "Teacher Lin, what can I
do for you?"

"Why are you talking so politely." Lin Hao smiled, "I'm going to borrow your

kitchen for a while, I'm going to cook a dish for them personally."

"Okay, Mr. Lin you come with me, right Mr. Lin." Yun Qingya hesitated before

asking, "Is that pretty aunt Xiao shi's mother?"



Lin Hao shook his head gently.

Phew!

Yun Qingya breathed a sigh of relief and patted her chest, "That's good."

After all, that aunt was too pretty, right?

"What did you say?" Lin Hao was a little? dyed Lu Ai Di dyed Wu Yi closed?
froze, not hearing what the other party said just now.

Yun Qingya hurriedly shook her head, refusing to say anything, except that her
face was a little red.

Lin Hao muttered, thinking that Yun Qingya was a bit strange, but did not pursue
the matter any further.

With Yun Qingya leading the way, Lin Hao went to the back kitchen and took out
the ingredients he had secretly taken out for himself, so as not to scare people by taking them out

directly from the awareness space.

Although all the equipment in here had been replaced with brand new ones, there
was little change in the general scheme of things.



Lin Hao skillfully began to spoon, quickly hands cooking, looks incomparably
serious, is also used the heart, also all are Ling Yun usually like to eat dishes, flowing movements,
simply more professional than professional chefs ah.

The man who is serious about his work is handsome.

Just soon that tempting fragrance will pull Yun Qingya back to God, fiercely
inhaled the nose, Yun Qingya stunned: "Oh God, how so fragrant!"

Only after Yun Qingya finished speaking was she shocked to find that all the chefs

and helpers in the back kitchen had stopped what they were doing and were looking straight at Lin
Hao cooking, inhaling hard, especially the two chefs, who looked at Lin Hao and then at Yun

Qingya with unkind eyes, as if to say, "You're not looking for someone to come and smash the

scene, are you? Want to copy us squid you say it straight!"
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Yun Qingya didn't have time to care what they thought right now, and excitedly inquired,
"Teacher Lin, your cooking smells so good, can I eat it together later?"

"Yes, you can help me send these up first, they'll be ready soon, let's eat them
together." Lin Hao handed the finished dishes to Yun Qingya to carry up, it was also at this time
that Lin Hao sensed the unkind gaze of those two chefs, Lin Hao cried and laughed, "I'm not here

to smash the venue, don't worry guys, I'll just borrow your equipment for a while."



"Haha, no no, feel free to use it, we don't mean that." The two chefs laughed and
hurriedly explained, but in their hearts they were relieved, "Mud, it's lucky that they didn't come
here to smash the venue, otherwise they would have been really embarrassed.

When Lin Hao finished the dishes and brought them up, he found that Yun Qingya
and the three of them were already liao into a ball, even Ling Yun was involved, but although they
were chatting, they were staring straight at the food and gulping from time to time, obviously
distracted, completely dominated by the aroma.

Lin Hao smiled and put the dishes down, "The dishes are all here, let's start."

"Yes, let's start, let's eat, let's eat, let's finally eat. Teacher Lin your cooking skills
are too good too, my mouth is watering dry." Yun Qingya praised Lin Hao as she ate, and the

movements of her hands didn't stop at all.

Even Ling Yun's appetite was also very excited, and for some reason, from the

moment she came in here, it was as if everything was so familiar, and this familiar taste even

made her a little bit charmed, as if something hidden deep in her memory was constantly
awakening.

Lin Hao and Lin Ruo Shi were much more calm, Lin Hao knew his cooking skills

very well, and as for Lin Ruo Shi, she was used to eating long ago, so even if it was delicious, she
wouldn't lose her temper.

"Wow wow, it's so delicious bah, my god, Xiao shi you are really too happy,
don't you get to eat such delicious meals every day?" Yun Qingya was so delicious that she cried,
with a melting expression and a face full of envy.



Her family originally opened a restaurant chain, her mouth is also naturally a bit
tricky, but after eating the food Lin Hao cooked little girl completely no temper, is really
delicious, talking is afraid to delay eating.

The company's main business is to provide a wide range of products and services

to its customers. The actual fact is that you can find a lot of people who are not able to get a good
deal on this. Fragrant, and the lean part of the meat is also fragrant but not woody, very delicious.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you are getting into.

The memory used to be like a tidal wave, Ling Yun suddenly felt her nose sore,
tears in her eyes.

"What's wrong? Doesn't it taste right? It shouldn't be." Lin Hao didn't expect
such a big reaction from Ling Yun, he quickly picked up a piece and ate it, and was suddenly a

bit puzzled: "It's this taste is right, and I am trying to make it taste exactly the same as possible,
ah."

Lin Ruoshi also nodded her head repeatedly, "I also think the taste is fine ah,
everything is normal."

"Ah ...... haha, no no, it's not the taste, it's that it's so delicious that it blew me

away, Lin Hao your cooking skills are unbelievable ah, you're definitely an extremely famous

chef who has been delayed by your profession as a teacher."



Next Ling Yun reacted even more, fiercely tilted her head and let out a long sigh,
giving Lin Hao a compliment, unaware that she was tilting her head to hold back the tears that

were about to flow out of the corners of her eyes, so that Lin Hao wouldn't see it.

The first thing you need to do is to remember that you've got to remember all the

things you've got to remember, and there's no end of bitterness in your heart.

Since they remembered, they can not pretend not to remember anything ah.

"Then do you remember anything?" Lin Hao asked cautiously.

"Remembered what?" Ling Yun froze herself when she finished speaking,
originally wanting to say that she remembered, but for some reason the words suddenly changed
at the end of her mouth.
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So that's what he was thinking, he wanted to use the familiar smell to jog his memory, but it did
work, he did remember.

The first thing I did was to pretend that I didn't remember it, and that seemed to
be a good way to get along.



"It's okay, you like this dish as much as a friend of mine, you especially like it,
eat more if it's good don't be polite, these are all dishes that friend of mine especially likes to eat,
if you want to eat, you can always come to the door, consider it a repayment for saving your life."
Lin Hao was slightly disappointed, but it was understandable, a problem that could be solved

with one meal, could it be a problem?

Looks like one meal won't do, it'll take two!

"That's fine, it seems I've really saved the right person, saving a random person

and saving me the money for the meal." Ling Yun didn't refuse.

Yun Qingya on the side was confused as she listened, so she simply left them
alone and lowered her head to dry rice.

The purpose was not achieved, and Lin Hao still had his own business to attend to,
so after eating Lin Hao took Lin Ruoshi home.

He let Lin Ruoshi play on her own, while he called Lin En to ask where Shen Xiyan
lived, having asked Lin En to investigate before.

As a result, Lin En told Lin Hao the unfortunate news that their Lin family group

had been sniped and was now being messed around with by the Tian Long group, all of which
was not well.



The Lin Group was first deliberately targeted by Shui Yun Long, and even Chen

Youde was forced to resign as president and sell his shares to quit the company.

Now the entire Tianlong Group, which is making a big splash across the country
with all sorts of big moves, is even more on alert for the stock market side, ready to prevent the
other side from making a move on the stock price.

The water family can be mixed up to now, not all incompetent people, but also has
a professional financial team in operation, now the water family is setting up a position to start a

war!

"Dingdong, you have a fund arrival."

"Brother Lin, wait for a moment, I'll read the message." When Lin En heard the

alert, he hurriedly put down his phone and opened the text message to read it, and found that it

was surprisingly Lin Hao who had transferred money to him, and when he took another look at the
amount, Lin En was dumbfounded.

"No, not boss, you, what are you doing?" Lin En was really frightened enough,
just now Lin Hao transferred him ten billion without saying a word, dammit, the total value of
their Lin family's company was just about that ah.

"I'll hang up if there's nothing, I have things to do, as long as your dad doesn't do
anything, these funds are enough for you guys to survive the storm, you're just the little shrimps
that got affected, wait, if you feel guilty, consider it an interest free loan to your family." Lin Hao
hung up the phone and called Chen Youde again, explaining the situation to him.



Chen Youde took it in stride and didn't say anything.

Lin Hao stretched out and asked Chen Haobei to drive him to Shen Xiyan's place.

"Family head, where are we going at this late hour? Wu Ai picketing Yi Shan Lu

zero closed?" Chen Haobei was a little curious, and it was a little strange that he had brought

himself along this time.

"To find your goddess."

"What my goddess, my goddess from the beginning to the end is just ...... ah?"
Chen Haobei snapped awake, his eyes looking straight at Lin Hao: "Family head, you you're not
joking with me, are you? Didn't you say it would take ten years for her to come?"

"The situation has changed, look at your excitement, watch your behaviour or I
can't guarantee that I can control my fists." Lin Hao grimaced, you're a bit too excited, aren't you?
The two of them drove to the downstairs of Shen Xiyan's neighborhood, but they saw a scene that

surprised Lin Hao.

Lin Hao froze for a moment, why was this kid here? He was really remembering

his food but not remembering to fight.



Lin Hao had just arrived and they happened to see Shui Yunlong with two
bodyguards, blocking Shen Xiyan's way, this guy was blocking directly at the entrance of the

building, but this guy was just a bit funny nowadays.

After all, he had just been discharged from the hospital, and when Shui Yunlong

went to the Lin family to look for himself during the day, he was still in a wheelchair, and now,
although he didn't need a wheelchair anymore, he was still standing on crutches, and the cast on

his leg hadn't been removed yet.
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With a cane in his right hand and flowers in his left, the two bodyguards were also carrying large
bags of gifts.

"Isn't this son of a bitch the guy who came to see the family head today?" Lin Hao
hadn't done anything yet, but Chen Haobei, who was in the driver's seat, was furious and
immediately stopped the car and turned off the lights, "Family head, I'll go and scrap him."

In Chen Haobei's mind, no one but Lin Hao was good enough for his goddess,
and this toad who appeared out of nowhere didn't know what kind he was, so he had to be killed
first.

However, Lin Hao pulled Chen Haobei back, "Forget it, my last injury is still fresh,
let him recuperate for two more days."

Chen Haobei froze and looked at Lin Hao in shock, and then at the douchebag on
crutches, Chen Haobei laughed.



Shen Xiyan looked at Shui Yunlong with an icy expression, "Mr. Long, I have said
that we are not suitable, and the company also forbids office romance, please behave yourself."

Shen Xiyan felt cold and hard, if it wasn't for this work reason, she didn't even
want to get in touch with this person, since the last time in front of the group company, Shen Xiyan,
who didn't feel anything for Shui Yunlong, was even more uncomfortable with this.

But she had a good feeling about the guy who was a bit of a psychopath, who was
talking about her, but this bastard even said that he had a daughter with her, which was not
tainting her innocence? It is a bit abominable, but I don't know why, every time I dream at

midnight, I can wake up in the dream, and she found that it seems that every time she has a

dream, it has something to do with Lin Hao.

"The company is run by my family, I'm not the one to say what the rules are,
Xiyan, if you want to refuse me, you have to find a better reason too." Shui Yun Long looked at

Shen Xiyan proudly, the whole Tian Long Technology Group was all up to the Shui family, as long
as Shen Xiyan agreed, any rules or not, it was just a matter of his words.

Some people are like that, the more you can't get, the more you want to get, the
more you call it conquering difficulties, this Shui Yunlong is such a person, with his status and
family background, what kind of woman can't get?

But it happens to be met? Lu Yanxi Yanxi love to cover the ground? Shen Xiyan,
but let him everywhere touched the nail, is really helpless and let him tangled.



Even for this reason, also with a certain ambiguous woman, came up with the evil
way to.

"Then I'll resign." Shen Xiyan is really unbearable, this job is very important to her,
but not to the extent that she has to commit herself, really can not she can also open a camera

studio with her girlfriend, plus she has some savings.

"No, no, I'm just kidding." Shui Yun Long was embarrassed, he didn't even get
the moon first in his near hand, if Shen Xiyan resigned, it would be hard for him to get another

chance to do it.

Shui Yunlong helplessly handed a document to Shen Xiyan: "This is what you left
in the office, I will leave it alone, but Xiyan, I am sincere, I hope you can think about it, if my

behavior has caused you trouble, I apologize to you."

Shen Xi Yan is very headache, if Shui Yun Long step by step she really just resign
and forget about it, but the other party to retreat as an advance, in turn, it is not good for Shen Xi

Yan too strong, otherwise it is their own reasoning.

Shen Xiyan shook her head indifferently and accepted the document handed over
by the other party, but at the moment of touching the document, Shen Xiyan suddenly felt a blaze
of heat in her hand at the moment of touching the document, followed by a harsh scream in her

ear, a man's voice, and the voice was very subtle.

Shen Xiyan moved with a sudden stiffness: "You, did you just hear something?"



Shui Yunlong froze for a moment and shook his head, then looked at the two

bodyguards next to him, "Did you hear that?"

Both of them shook their heads equally.

"Then it's alright, Mr. Long's body hasn't recovered yet, go back and rest well

first." Shen Xiyan went upstairs with a casual concern, the miserable scream just now, Shen Xiyan
thought it was because she was too tired and hadn't rested well.

But Lin Hao didn't think so, because he also heard the scream, and heard it more
clearly than Shen Xi Yan! In his pocket the little black book of road guides was trembling.
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Lin Hao clearly saw that the folder that Shui Yunlong handed to Shen Xiyan was bubbling with
black gas, but it was rapidly dissipating, a red light was coming out of Shen Xiyan's hand, the
black gas was fleeing like an incomparable fear, and there was a cloaked man lying on the ground
wailing in pain, but it seemed that no one could see this man.

Lin Hao was not stupid, and immediately understood that it was Shui Yunlong

who had done this, but how did this guy come into contact with such an evil path? Looking at

Shui Yunlong, it seemed like he couldn't come into contact with these things, right?

"You follow him to see what's going on, I'll go down and take a look, remember

to make sure you find out what kind of people he's in contact with." Lin Hao hurriedly got out of
the car, originally he wanted to see what Shen Xiyan and Ling Yun's role was when they arrived
here, but he didn't expect to happen to stumble upon such a good show.



This son of a bitch couldn't be pursued, how dare he try to control Shen Xiyan

with such a lowly means? He really liked to make a fool of himself.

Lin Hao got out of the car, because he had his eyes open he could scout all the way
to Shen Xiyan's location, Lin Hao found Shen Xiyan's residence without any hindrance, but didn't
bother Shen Xiyan, instead he observed around Shen Xiyan's house.

"Strange." Lin Hao felt that the situation of Shen Xiyan and Ling Yun were two

extremes, Shen Xiyan's place was terribly clean, as if she was born with an extreme restraint on
those things, the whole building was very clean, even the shadow that was rolling on the ground

just now, tried to run away as if it were.

But Lin Hao caught him, and when he approached Shen Xiyan's door, the shadow
screamed and wailed, "Master, let go, please master, I didn't do anything, please let me go back,
mum, it's too scary, I'll never come out again."

It could be seen that Shen Xiyan had an extremely strong restraining effect on
these guys coming out of the underworld.

After confirming that there was no danger to Shen Xiyan, Lin Hao went downstairs
and threw the guy who was smoking white and incomparably miserable on the ground, "Tell me,
how many people came out and what were you told to do?"

"What? How many people came out? What? You, what are you saying, I don't
understand." The guy who had regained his senses looked at Lin Hao in confusion.



"Don't see the coffin!" Lin Hao was too lazy to talk nonsense, he took out the road
guide and opened it up, the spectral light passage was revealed, "The netherworld is in order, the
yellow spring can be crossed!"

"Ow, holy shit, holy shit, stop, stop, I'll tell, I'll tell, I'll tell everything I know

wow, don't throw me back, I have an unfulfilled wish." The man screamed in agitation and

crawled backwards in terror.

Lin Hao did not care so much, a huge bright red tongue stretched out from inside

the passage, like a frog scratching a mosquito? Close the whisk yi zero service intention service

dye? The man was pulled into the spectral light passage with a roll.

The first thing you need to do is to get a good idea of what you're getting into.
This yakuza thing, I asked him to help me with the problem, not to add to our workload!"

"I don't care if they're willing or not, they're just shoving them back in my face,
for fuck's sake! To give me more stranded customers here?" Chen Bei Xuan was furious, it was
impossible to force these people into reincarnation before their wishes were fulfilled.

They had established the Division of Reincarnation, wasn't it to comply with the
will of Heaven, thus intercepting the Hades' original work and thus replacing it, once the Hades
had lost its original utility, it would naturally be abandoned by Heaven, completely weakening
the value of the Hades' existence.



The key Lin Hao is too troublesome, pressed the other, just send regardless of the
problem, quite a bit of tube kill regardless of buried.

"So what, it seems that kid has sent someone again." Lin Cangdou kindly
reminded a mouth.

"Get lost!" Chen Bei Xuan was so angry that his veins burst out, looking at the
passage that suddenly appeared in the hall, he cursed at once, that miserable man had just been

sent here by Lin Hao, who knew that before he could figure out what was going on, he was
directly kicked back by Chen Bei Xuan, while throwing a note in.

After all this, Chen Bei Xuan waved his hand to erase the passage in a swift

manner, just in case Lin Hao would not stop and throw it back.

Chapter 2728

Lin Hao finished packing up, turned around and prepared to leave, only to have a cold aura come
from behind him, and then he heard a very spiritual voice: hetui~!

Lin Hao jerked back, the man was dumbfounded, the ghostly channel that had

disappeared unexpectedly appeared by itself, what was even more breathless was that the guy was
directly spat out by the channel, and disgustedly spat twice towards the man.

"I, I'm back again, hahahaha, the heavens will not fail me." The man was excited
enough to find himself back, but when he met Lin Hao's gaze, he was dumbfounded, how come

this guy hadn't left yet?



"The Underworld is in order, the Yellow Springs can be crossed." As Lin Hao's
voice fell, the spectral light channel once again stretched out its tongue to swallow the unlucky one

in, only to froze and spit it out again in less than three seconds.

After repeating this several times, it could not be sent in at all, and the man was

even drowned in saliva.

"Chen Bei Xuan, you son of a bitch, you've been giving me all these inferior

products." Lin Hao was so angry that he snapped and flung the road guide towards the ground,
with a snap, the ghostly light trembled and a slip of paper floated into Lin Hao's hand.

Lin Hao opened it up to a line of extremely scrawled writing: "Fuck you, you
unethical bastard who cares about killing and not burying! These are things with deep obsessions,
otherwise why would the Hades send them to you to cause trouble? They will not be accepted

until they are processed, if you dare to send them down, I will dare to send them back to you for

them to hawk you ！！！！"

Lin Hao looked at the note in his hand, and looked at the miserable fallen man

lying miserably on the ground, Lin Hao casually asked a mouthful, "What is your unfulfilled

wish?"

"Women! I want women ...... MAD, I want ten! I've been dead for hundreds of

years, but I'm still a chick, I'm not convinced! I've lived this life in vain, I'll never be
reincarnated!" The moment he talked about his wish, this man was like a chicken blood, jumping
up and down frantically, and opened his mouth to ask for ten.



Lin Hao's face was darkened, this guy was unlucky enough, but his appetite was
also really big, and he wanted ten, he wasn't afraid of flashing his back!

In the end, Lin Hao thought about it, it does not seem to be too big a problem,
nodded his head, his tone was quite impatient: "Okay, I helped you with your matter, now roll in,
later I will burn ten or eight for you, like foreign girls? I'll burn you one or two foreigners to give
you a taste, is that good enough? Get the hell out of here."

"Huh?" Who knew that the other party looked at Lin Hao with a look of retardation:
"Brother, you're burning newspapers on your grave, you're fooling the hell out of me! If this was
the solution, there would have been inflation and a population explosion down there!"

Lin Hao wanted to strangle him to death, this won't work and that won't work,
what do you want?

The key is that he can't send it to the people Chen Beixuan directly. The actual fact
is that you can't get a lot of money from the company. You return the goods, you say you can

what?

But not to this goods to solve, this guy dead or alive not go.

"Or, don't ten, three is fine, three is enough, I want white skin and beautiful big

long faded, preferably with different personalities, my requirements have been reduced to very

low, can't be lower." Xu Han was a little scared when he saw Lin Hao's gloomy face, hating to eat
him up.



"Why don't you go up to heaven? With this decrepit look on your face, can that
female ghost look at you? A living dog's bun, do you want a face you?" Lin Hao was also angry
and laughed, short and ugly was a compliment when used on him, it wasn't unreasonable that he
couldn't find a date.

Now Lin Hao even had the urge to directly lift this bastard up and throw him to
Shen Xiyan, so that Shen Xiyan could treat him well and see if he was still dejected.

"I don't want to be shameless you don't have to care about me, anyway I just have
this one wish, you don't promise me, I won't leave, what can you do with me, if you destroy me,
that is disobedient to the will of heaven, I tell you, then you will not be able to eat it either." Xu
Han was lying on the ground, causing Lin Hao to have a toothache.

"If you beep one more time, I'll throw you directly to that woman just now,
believe it or not? Isn't she white, beautiful and long? Let her treat you well!"
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"No, don't, that woman has big weirdness, I'm not going." Xu Han was really scared, he had just

gotten a little bit of that, he was almost ruined, he didn't want to experience that again, it was too
torturous.

Lin Hao was happy, since when did Shen Xiyan become the nemesis of sin?

"I'm asking you, answer me honestly, why did you attach yourself to that

document just now, what exactly did you want?" Lin Hao stared coldly at the shadow lying on the

ground.



Xu Han cried and didn't dare to retort, telling Lin Hao everything.

In fact, he did not know exactly who it was, anyway, it was a woman, a thief
beautiful woman, asked him to do him a favour, then promised him a woman, what he had to do
was very simple, just follow Shen Xiyan around, constantly psychological hints, nagging, so that
Shen Xiyan would fall in love with Shui Yunlong, or leave a shadow of Shui Yunlong in her heart,
subliminally influence.

As for who the pretty woman was, Xu Han was a little horrified, saying that the
woman was also scary, and as for the rest, he didn't know anything.

It was completely a guy who asked three questions and had to circle back to the
woman in three or two sentences, and Lin Hao couldn't do anything with him.

"I've said everything I need to say, are you going to give me the woman or not, if
not I'll leave, anyway I'm not harming anyone, you can't take me in, let alone destroy me." Xu
Han looked at Lin Hao weakly.

Lin Hao, on the other hand, brightened up, Ma De, that Chen Bei Xuan is not a pit
for himself, then the pit back is not finished.

"I can help you, you can have as many women as you want, absolutely to your
satisfaction, and there are all kinds of women, can you believe it." Lin Hao grinned, a smile that
even Xu Han found a little creepy.



"Really? You, didn't lie to me?" Xu Han couldn't believe it, this guy didn't look
like such a nice person to talk to.

"Of course, how could I lie to you, just go straight back and say that your heart's
desire has been fulfilled, the only request is that they cast you as a woman in your next life and be
done with it."

"Shit, what do I need a woman for when I become a woman, are you stupid." Xu
Han was so angry that he spat blood, there was no such thing.

"What the hell do you know, since you can't get them, join them! By then you'll
be hugging them left and right, won't they all be yours? You want a woman, it doesn't say
whether you're a man or a woman, there's nothing wrong with that, right?" Lin Hao raised his

eyebrows and said in a good way, "Don't you think, it's even better? Also, don't give me
demands, you want a woman, it doesn't say that you can't become a woman too."

"Seems to make sense! But can the people down there agree?" Xu Han was still a
little hesitant, he didn't want to be swindled by Lin Hao and sent back down there again.

"What a big deal, they'll agree, just mention the name Lin Hao, it'll work." Lin
Hao was too lazy to continue talking nonsense with him, and once again shoved him in with one

hand, not caring whether the other party agreed or not.

This time, however, the other party was not spat out.



But Lin Hao had a headache just thinking about it, it was already two or three in
the morning.

Lin Hao had been busy all night and was a bit exhausted when he got home, and
he found that Chen Haobei hadn't come back yet, so he didn't bother to pay attention to him.

The next morning Lin Hao got up and went to the backyard to look for Ao Dog,
who basically stays in the backyard, and sure enough, Lin Hao ran into Ao Dog in the backyard,
who is now using the green shirt grave as his room? Er Ai Wu whisked Lu Zha Er Shan?

"Do you want me to build you a coffin so you can lie down with her?" Lin Hao
walked forward and kicked this guy twice without good grace.

"Leave me alone, there's no point in me lying in a coffin, it's not like Fairy Qing

Shirt is coming back, what the hell are you doing here? Say something if you have something to

say." Ao Dog lazily opened his sleepy eyes and slowly closed them again.

"Do you believe in doing good deeds and the cycle of karma?" Lin Hao wasn't
angry either, and simply sat next to Ao Dog.

"I do, but what's the point of believing? You've already spent this life, so you're
thinking of making plans for the next one?" Ao Dog didn't even raise his eyelids.



Chapter 2730

"Or else, it's all ruined anyway, so why not spend some time now trying to fight hard for a bit of

comfort in the next life." Lin Hao grinned, "And I have a way now that might even enable you to

meet again sometime."

"What solution!" Ao Dog stood up with a whoosh and instantly came to life, his
eyes burning as he stared at Lin Hao.

It didn't matter if they could meet and stay together, even if it allowed him to see

Qing Shirt again, it would be worth it.

Ao Dog needed something to divert his attention, and Lin Hao also needed an

ingrate to help share the workload, so they hit it off immediately and Ao Dog took the job, and
Lin Hao threw the road guide to Ao Dog.

But Ao Dog asked Lin Hao to promise that if one day Lin Hao could really
transcend the shackles of the heavenly reincarnation and walk between life and death, please do
help him get Qing Shou back.

Lin Hao also agreed, after all, this kind of thing he couldn't understand anyway.
According to Ao Dog, life and death were like a plain, and the interval between life and death was
a wall erected on the plain, extending infinitely from left to right, infinitely high upwards, and
endlessly downwards.

Life and death are never seen, just like the Manjushala, whose flowers and leaves

are never seen in life and death.



But there is another way of saying that people whose souls have been dispersed are
not really dispersed, but have jumped out of the cycle of life and death, that is, they have entered
that high wall on the plain of life and death, wandering between the edge of life and death, not
dying and not living.

Anyway, Lin Hao did not understand this nonsense, but he agreed to it first, and if
he really had that ability, he would not mind making them whole.

With the trouble settled, Lin Hao felt relieved and stretched to make breakfast for

his daughter.

When Lin Ruo Shi was told to get up and wash up for breakfast, Ao Dog
miraculously changed into clean clothes and came running to eat breakfast with full energy.

Chen Haobei also came late at this time, and looking at Chen Haobei's appearance,
it seemed that he had just returned from outside.

"You didn't come back all night last night, what did you do?" Lin Hao was a little
curious, this guy wouldn't follow? Lu Shan closed er whisked Wu Zhaoxi? Followed and

suddenly found out about Shui Yun Long's multiplayer sport and stayed to watch it all night in

passing, right?

Chen Haobei grinned and turned on the TV news, causing Lin Hao to be
somewhat baffled.



"Inserting an urgent news item now, cleaners found an unkempt man with multiple
bone contusions all over his body and somewhat out of shape in a bin by the Golden Bauhinia
Bridge at 6:10 a.m. The situation is serious and bad ......"

Poof!

Lin Hao spit out his porridge, how did this even make the morning news?

The guy was indeed beaten up, and through the photos on the news, Lin Hao was
able to instantly recognize that it was Shui Yunlong, the unlucky guy.

"You're really tough, now he can lie in ICU again for a while." Lin Hao was also
crying and laughing, but it was this guy who deserved it.

He had failed in his pursuit and used such underhanded tactics, and it was

fortunate that it wasn't Lin Hao who did it, otherwise he would have sent him off to the next one.

Ao Dog was not interested in the content of their conversation at all, he hurriedly
finished his breakfast, said hello and left, this guy was so positive.

Lin Hao simply threw the address of Ling Yun's studio at him, telling him not to

disturb Ling Yun. Once Ao Dog heard that, since Ling Yun had come back, that Qing Shirt must
also have a chance to come back, he became even more aggressive in getting things done.



"Family head, what exactly did you say to that guy? It's the first time I've seen
him go out so actively in such a long time, and he's even packed up a bit, is the sun really coming
out of the west?" Chen Haobei didn't notice it at first, but just now he glanced at it unintentionally

and found that Ao Dog had even dressed himself up.

"Don't worry about that, he's found something to do anyway." Lin Hao grinned,
the more positive this guy was, the easier it would be for him to go to work tomorrow.

Lin Hao asked Chen Haobei what he got last night, and Chen Haobei threw a

recording at Lin Hao.
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